SAVE SHIFTS by replacing inefficient chalk
and string or templates with laser precision.
Reduce anchor layout time by up to 75% with BrandTech® Precision
Layout™. This patent-pending system is the first and only laser
layout system for refractory anchors. Why waste hours or shifts
preparing to weld? Once you have located just two reference
points, the BrandTech Precision Layout system can do the rest.

Laser Precision –
At Work For You®

2 Tools, 1 Precise Solution

With BrandTech Precision Layout, simply locate just two reference points and start
welding. Easily make adjustments by moving the device nearer or farther from the
surface. Gun mount or static mount options offer flexibility and convenience.

Gun Mount

The gun-mount option can be attached to the BrandTech
Precision Welding gun and is ideal for reaching tight spaces and
complex welds, such as Fluid Catalytic Cracking Units (FCCU),
cyclones and standpipes. Laser precision makes it easy to finetune increments to adjust to any layout of close-range welds.

Static Mount

The standalone static mount unit can lay out square grids of any standard or
custom layouts. Operators can easily change the distance between points
simply by moving the laser system closer or farther from the surface. Position the
Precision Layout tool using a tripod, magnet, or clamp it to an existing scaffold
legs – or let our engineers design a custom clamping system especially for you.
BrandTech Precision Layout pays for itself through savings
in time and increased productivity. Made in the U.S.A.

Scan the code for a video demo! Contact us today at
800.558.4772 or email BrandTech@BrandSafway.com.
BrandSafway provides access and industrial service solutions with turnkey installation, engineering support and safety training.
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